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This practical and versatile text evolved from the
author’s years of teaching experience and the input of
his students. Vanden Eynden strives to alleviate the
anxiety that many students experience when
approaching any proof-oriented area of mathematics,
including number theory. His informal yet straightforward
writing style explains the ideas behind the process of
proof construction, showing that mathematicians develop
theorems and proofs from trial and error and evolutionary
improvement, not spontaneous insight. Furthermore, the
book includes more computational problems than most
other number theory texts to build students’ familiarity
and confidence with the theory behind the material. The
author has devised the content, organization, and writing
style so that information is accessible, students can gain
self-confidence with respect to mathematics, and the
book can be used in a wide range of courses—from those
that emphasize history and type A problems to those that
are proof oriented.
The only book to provide a unified view of the interplay
between computational number theory and cryptography
Computational number theory and modern cryptography
are two of the most important and fundamental research
fields in information security. In this book, Song Y. Yang
combines knowledge of these two critical fields,
providing a unified view of the relationships between
computational number theory and cryptography. The
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author takes an innovative approach, presenting
mathematical ideas first, thereupon treating cryptography
as an immediate application of the mathematical
concepts. The book also presents topics from number
theory, which are relevant for applications in public-key
cryptography, as well as modern topics, such as coding
and lattice based cryptography for post-quantum
cryptography. The author further covers the current
research and applications for common cryptographic
algorithms, describing the mathematical problems behind
these applications in a manner accessible to computer
scientists and engineers. Makes mathematical problems
accessible to computer scientists and engineers by
showing their immediate application Presents topics from
number theory relevant for public-key cryptography
applications Covers modern topics such as coding and
lattice based cryptography for post-quantum
cryptography Starts with the basics, then goes into
applications and areas of active research Geared at a
global audience; classroom tested in North America,
Europe, and Asia Incudes exercises in every chapter
Instructor resources available on the book’s Companion
Website Computational Number Theory and Modern
Cryptography is ideal for graduate and advanced
undergraduate students in computer science,
communications engineering, cryptography and
mathematics. Computer scientists, practicing
cryptographers, and other professionals involved in
various security schemes will also find this book to be a
helpful reference.
This book provides the basic theory, techniques, and
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algorithms of modern cryptography that are applicable to
network and cyberspace security. It consists of the
following nine main chapters: Chapter 1 provides the
basic concepts and ideas of cyberspace and cyberspace
security, Chapters 2 and 3 provide an introduction to
mathematical and computational preliminaries,
respectively. Chapters 4 discusses the basic ideas and
system of secret-key cryptography, whereas Chapters 5,
6, and 7 discuss the basic ideas and systems of publickey cryptography based on integer factorization, discrete
logarithms, and elliptic curves, respectively. Quantumsafe cryptography is presented in Chapter 8 and
offensive cryptography, particularly cryptovirology, is
covered in Chapter 9. This book can be used as a
secondary text for final-year undergraduate students and
first-year postgraduate students for courses in Computer,
Network, and Cyberspace Security. Researchers and
practitioners working in cyberspace security and network
security will also find this book useful as a reference.
This stimulating text shows how primary mathematics
can be creative, exciting and enjoyable. Offering
teachers a dynamic and different perspective, it enables
them to see and teach in creative ways that will develop
their pupil’s mathematical thinking potential. Creative
Teaching: Mathematics in the Primary Classroom
encourages students, trainees and practicing teachers to
envision and develop a classroom where children can
take risks, enjoy and experiment with mathematical
thinking, and discover and pursue their interests and
talents in an imaginative yet purposeful way. This second
edition contains key updates to reflect the changes to the
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primary curriculum and includes: new sections on:
specialist teaching, parental engagement and
approaches to homework; creative classroom
environments; working walls, displays and outdoor
settings; links to assessment, speaking, listening and
learning theory; use of media, film, news and stories for
creative learning; cross-curricula work. Featuring
reflective tasks in every chapter, this book will prove
essential and inspiring reading for all trainee and
practising teachers looking to develop their creative
practice. Aimed at primary and early years trainee
teachers, NQTs and experienced teachers, this is a
timely publication for teachers and schools seeking to
broaden their maths curriculum, making it more creative
and appealing to young minds.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
20th Annual International Cryptology Conference,
CRYPTO 2000, held in Santa Barbara, CA, USA in
August 2000. The 32 revised full papers presented
together with one invited contribution were carefully
reviewed and selected from 120 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on XTR and
NTRU, privacy for databases, secure distributed
computation, algebraic cryptosystems, message
authentication, digital signatures, cryptanalysis, traitor
tracing and broadcast encryption, symmetric encryption,
to commit or not to commit, protocols, and stream
ciphers and Boolean functions.
For more than 500 years, the symbology of Freemasonry
has fostered a secret stream of radical ideas running just
beneath the surface of popular culture today. These
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ideas, illuminated by public symbols hidden in full view,
have influenced and shaped the society we have today.
Despite this ongoing record of inspiration, no illustrated
guide book to the basic ideas of Masonic Symbology has
even been published and the story remains
mysterious—until now. This authoritative guide reveals
how this symbology has been the backdrop to key
historical events in the history of humanity from ancient
times and how, in more recent times, inspired leaders
have harnessed the symbols' power to bring about
change in society. Renowned Freemasonry historian Dr.
Robert Lomas takes you inside the Secret Order and
shows you how Entered Apprentices first learn their craft,
and how continual exposure to these mystical symbols
can change the way you think. You'll explore the six
mysterious Tracing Boards that are at the heart of every
Masonic Grand Lodge, ending with the final, most
mystical symbol, known as "the Centre." Let The Secret
Power of Masonic Symbols be your personal guide and
show you how these symbols have made their indelible
mark on the past, and how they will continue to influence
society in the future.
Acquire the key mathematical skills you need to master
and succeed in economics Essential Mathematics for
Economic Analysis, 6th edition by Sydsaeter, Hammond,
Strom and Carvajal is a global best-selling text that
provides an extensive introduction to all the
mathematical tools you need to study economics at
intermediate level. This book has been applauded for its
scope and covers a broad range of mathematical
knowledge, techniques and tools, progressing from
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elementary calculus to more advanced topics. With a
wealth of practice examples, questions and solutions
integrated throughout, as well as opportunities to apply
them in specific economic situations, this book will help
you develop key mathematical skills as your course
progresses. Key features: - Numerous exercises and
worked examples throughout each chapter allow you to
practise skills and improve techniques. - Review
exercises at the end of each chapter test your
understanding of a topic, allowing you to progress with
confidence. - Solutions to exercises are provided in the
book and online, showing you the steps needed to arrive
at the correct answer. Pearson, the world’s learning
company.
"I wholeheartedly invite counselor trainees and
counselors into this journey of growing the research
component of their professional identity... Flynn and his
colleagues prepare counselor trainees and counselors
for this journey well and guide them carefully toward
researcher competency. In an approachable and
developmentally appropriate manner, they highlight for
the profession the value of research and how it can be
conducted." - Danica G. Hays, PhD American
Counseling Fellow Professor and Executive Associate
Dean University of Nevada, Las Vegas Research Design
for the Behavioral Sciences fills an important gap for the
helping professions by offering a blueprint for advanced
concepts and an applied approach to understanding
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods research
design. This graduate-level text seamlessly weaves
together the philosophy, science, and practical
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application of the most common methodological
frameworks in practice. Advanced research design
concepts are presented through clear and in-depth
blueprints, applied case studies, myriad examples, and
helpful learning activities. Written in detailed yet
accessible language, this text describes the foundations
of behavioral science research. The authors explore
research-based philosophical integration, along with the
technical application of every tradition. Through this
philosophical and pragmatic approach, students will be
able to attain a well-rounded and comprehensive
understanding of behavioral science research. This text
provides students with the opportunity to reach a greater
level of research efficacy though the inclusion of
methodological procedures, data analysis methods,
reliability/validity standards, ethics, and directions on
how to increase the rigor of each approach to research.
Instructor resources include an instructor's manual,
learning activities, test bank, and PowerPoints. Purchase
includes digital access for use on most mobile devices
and computers. Key Features: Provides clear, detailed,
and contextually accurate examples of writing,
quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods procedures
Reviews the paradigmatic hierarchy of each research
tradition along with key analytic features in detail
Delivers instructions for enhancing the methodological
rigor of each approach Analyzes methodology-specific
multicultural issues Demonstrates the application of a
wide range of research methodologies with case studies
Reviews the trends and history in research for
counseling, psychology, social work, and marriage and
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family therapy Offers comprehensive instructor
resources including manual, learning activities, test bank,
and PowerPoint slides
This book presents evidence-based practices for
appropriate assessment of and school-based services
for young English language learners. It identifies and
addresses the challenges of assessing and intervening
with these students at the curricular, instructional,
environmental, and individual levels, particularly the
complexities of determining the presence or absence of
learning disabilities. Case studies and comparisons with
fluent English speakers illustrate the screening and
evaluation process – including multi-tier system of
supports (MTSS) and response to intervention (RTI) –
and proactive intervention planning in core literacy and
math domains. Together, these chapters model effective
teaching practice, advocacy, and teamwork with parents
and colleagues as well as policy development toward
meeting the needs of this diverse student population.
This invaluable guide: Examines challenges of data
collection when working with English language learners.
Traces the development of dual-language fluency and
competence. Discusses language-acquisition issues
affecting oral language assessment. Reviews commonly
used assessment and intervention tools in use with
English learners. Features specialized chapters relating
to reading, writing, and mathematics competencies. Can
be used regardless of first language spoken by students.
Assessment and Intervention for English Language
Learners is an essential resource for researchers,
professionals, and graduate students in diverse fields
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including school and clinical child psychology;
assessment, testing, and evaluation; language
education; special education; and educational
psychology.
This volume contains the proceedings of the Conference
on Mathematics and its Applications-2014, held from
November 14-17, 2014, at Kuwait University, Safat,
Kuwait. Papers contained in this volume cover various
topics in pure and applied mathematics ranging from an
introductory study of quotients and homomorphisms of Csystems, also known as contextual pre-categories, to the
most important consequences of the so-called Fokas
method. Also covered are multidisciplinary topics such
as new structural and spectral matricial results, acoustoelectromagnetic tomography method, a recent hybrid
imaging technique, some numerical aspects of sonicboom minimization, PDE eigenvalue problems, von
Neumann entropy in graph theory, the relative entropy
method for hyperbolic systems, conductances on grids,
inverse problems in magnetohydrodynamics, location
and size estimation of small rigid bodies using elastic farfields, and the space-time fractional Schrödinger
equation, just to cite a few. Papers contained in this
volume cover various topics in pure and applied
mathematics ranging from an introductory study of
quotients and homomorphisms of C-systems, also
known as contextual pre-categories, to the most
important consequences of the so-called Fokas method.
Also covered are multidisciplinary topics such as new
structural and spectral matricial results, acoustoelectromagnetic tomography method, a recent hybrid
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imaging technique, some numerical aspects of sonicboom minimization, PDE eigenvalue problems, von
Neumann entropy in graph theory, the relative entropy
method for hyperbolic systems, conductances on grids,
inverse problems in magnetohydrodynamics, location
and size estimation of small rigid bodies using elastic farfields, and the space-time fractional Schrödinger
equation, just to cite a few. - See more at: http://s350148
651-preview.tizrapublisher.com/conm-658/#sthash.74nR
hV3y.dpufThis volume contains the proceedings of the
Conference on Mathematics and its Applications–2014,
held from November 14–17, 2014, at Kuwait University,
Safat, Kuwait. - See more at: http://s350148651-preview.
tizrapublisher.com/conm-658/#sthash.74nRhV3y.dpuf

Official organ of the book trade of the United
Kingdom.
Focusing on new reference sources published since
2008 and reference titles that have retained their
relevance, this new edition brings O’Gorman’s
complete and authoritative guide to the best
reference sources for small and medium-sized
academic and public libraries fully up to date. About
40 percent of the content is new to this edition.
Containing sources selected and annotated by a
team of public and academic librarians, the works
included have been chosen for value and expertise
in specific subject areas. Equally useful for both
library patrons and staff, this resource Covers more
than a dozen key subject areas, including General
Reference; Philosophy, Religion, and Ethics;
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Psychology and Psychiatry; Social Sciences and
Sociology; Business and Careers; Political Science
and Law; Education; Words and Languages;
Science and Technology; History; and Performing
Arts Encompasses database products, CD-ROMs,
websites, and other electronic resources in addition
to print materials Includes thorough annotations for
each source, with information on author/editor,
publisher, cost, format, Dewey and LC classification
numbers, and more Library patrons will find this an
invaluable resource for current everyday topics.
Librarians will appreciate it as both a reference and
collection development tool, knowing it’s backed by
ALA’s long tradition of excellence in reference
selection.
This captivating book explains some of the most
fascinating ideas of mathematics to nonspecialists,
focusing on non-Euclidean geometry, number
theory, and fractals. Numerous illustrations. 1993
edition.
This book presents a practical framework for the
teaching of thinking skills and problem-solving with
children across Key Stages 2 and 3. Using examples
of topics from the National Curriculum, teachers are
presented with classroom techniques and activities,
which systematically develop these skills. While
accommodating the needs of all learners, the book
caters for the need to differentiate learning activities
to extend the more able learners. Included are
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suggested activities for developing thinking and
problem-solving skills relating to the National
Numeracy Curriculum, the National Literacy Strategy
and the National Science Curriculum. The book also
includes activities to support the development of
thinking and problem-solving skills in information
communication technology (ICT), models of
successful practice, and photocopiable activities.
The skills and strategies suggested all derive from
real classrooms and teachers and as such are
practical and useful. There is clear guidance on
adopting certain teaching techniques, lesson
planning and organization. This book will be useful
for teachers and headteachers working at Key
Stages 2 and 3, all SENCOs and Advisory Teachers.
With over 4,000 entries, this informative A to Z
provides clear, jargon-free definitions on a wide
variety of mathematical terms. Its entries cover both
pure and applied mathematics, and include key
theories, concepts, methods, programmes, people,
and terminology. For this sixth edition, around 800
new terms have been defined, expanding on the
dictionary's coverage of topics such as algebra,
differential geometry, algebraic geometry,
representation theory, and statistics. Among this new
material are articles such as cardinal arithmetic, first
fundamental form, Lagrange's theorem, NavierStokes equations, potential, and splitting field. The
existing entries have also been revised and updated
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to account for developments in the field. Numerous
supplementary features complement the text,
including detailed appendices on basic algebra,
areas and volumes, trigonometric formulae, and
Roman numerals. Newly added to these sections is
a historical timeline of significant mathematicians
lives and the emergence of key theorems. There are
also illustrations, graphs, and charts throughout the
text, as well as useful web links to provide access to
further reading.
Written in a clear, readable style with a wide range of
explanations and examples, The SAGE Dictionary of
Statistics & Methodology, Fifth Edition by W. Paul
Vogt and R. Burke Johnson is a must-have
dictionary that reflects recent changes in the fields of
statistics and methodology. Packed with 500 new
definitions, terms, and graphics, the Fifth Edition is
an ideal reference for researchers and professionals
in the field and provides everything students need to
read and understand a research report, including
elementary terms, concepts, methodology, and
design definitions, as well as concepts from
qualitative research methods and terms from theory
and philosophy.
The book offers a thorough introduction to machine
vision. It is organized in two parts. The first part
covers the image acquisition, which is the crucial
component of most automated visual inspection
systems. All important methods are described in
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great detail and are presented with a reasoned
structure. The second part deals with the modeling
and processing of image signals and pays particular
regard to methods, which are relevant for automated
visual inspection.
This book speaks about physics discoveries that
intertwine mathematical reasoning, modeling, and
scientific inquiry. It offers ways of bringing together
the structural domain of mathematics and the
content of physics in one coherent inquiry. Teaching
and learning physics is challenging because
students lack the skills to merge these learning
paradigms. The purpose of this book is not only to
improve access to the understanding of natural
phenomena but also to inspire new ways of
delivering and understanding the complex concepts
of physics. To sustain physics education in college
classrooms, authentic training that would help
develop high school students' skills of transcending
function modeling techniques to reason scientifically
is needed and this book aspires to offer such training
The book draws on current research in developing
students' mathematical reasoning. It identifies areas
for advancements and proposes a conceptual
framework that is tested in several case studies
designed using that framework. Modeling Newton's
laws using limited case analysis, Modeling projectile
motion using parametric equations and Enabling
covariational reasoning in Einstein formula for the
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photoelectric effect represent some of these case
studies. A wealth of conclusions that accompany
these case studies, drawn from the realities of
classroom teaching, is to help physics teachers and
researchers adopt these ideas in practice.
Mathematics teachers often struggle to motivate
their students. One way to cultivate and maintain
student interest is for teachers to incorporate popular
media into their methodology. Organized on the
subject strands of the Common Core, this book
explores math concepts featured in contemporary
films and television shows and offers numerous
examples high school math teachers can use to
design lessons using pop culture references.
Outlines for lessons are provided along with
background stories and historical references.
Abstract Algebra: An Introduction is set apart by its
thematic development and organization. The
chapters are organized around two themes:
arithmetic and congruence. Each theme is
developed first for the integers, then for polynomials,
and finally for rings and groups. This enables
students to see where many abstract concepts come
from, why they are important, and how they relate to
one another. New to this edition is a groups first
option that enables those who prefer to cover groups
before rings to do so easily. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
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version.
Research shows that students learn best when they
actively participate in their learning. In particular,
hands-on activities provide the greatest opportunities
for gaining understanding and promoting retention.
Apart from simple manipulatives, the mathematics
classroom offers few options for hands-on activities.
However, the history of mathematics offers many
ways to incorporate hands-on learning. By bringing
this material culture of mathematics into the
classroom, students can experience historical
applications and uses of mathematics in a setting
rich in discovery and intellectual interest. This
volume is a compilation of articles from researchers
and educators who use the history of mathematics to
facilitate active learning in the classroom. The
contributions range from simple devices, such as the
rectangular protractor, to elaborate models of
descriptive geometry. Other chapters provide
detailed descriptions on how to build and use
historical models in the high school or collegiate
classroom.
* The Heinemann Mathematics scheme has been
developed by the authors of the primary course
SPMG, with the aim of building on established
strengths to provide a structured development of
children's mathematical knowledge and skills within
the revised curricula.
The UK National Curriculum is clear about the
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importance of reasoning and problem-solving in
mathematics. Mastery and Depth in Primary
Mathematics aims to support trainee and established
teachers to embed mathematical thinking into their
lessons. The authors focus on practical and
actionable ways that primary teachers can develop
their children’s mathematical thinking, reasoning
and problem-solving: ideas which are at the heart of
the UK National Curriculum. Covering a range of
areas in mathematical thinking such as reasoning,
problem-solving and pattern-spotting, as well as
systematic and investigative thinking, each chapter
provides clear examples of how teachers can make
small, manageable ‘rich tweaks’ to their existing
lessons to increase the opportunities for children to
develop their mathematical thinking. Teachers will be
able to dip into the book and find inspiration and
ideas that they can use immediately and,
importantly, develop a set of principles and skills
which will enable them to take any mathematical
activity and tweak it to develop their pupils’ thinking
skills. This practical guide will be invaluable to all
trainee teachers and early-career teachers that wish
to enhance their primary mathematics teaching.
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